
Harrogate is here 
The event that the entire nursery industry has been gearing up for is now upon us and in just two 
days the Harrogate International Centre opens its doors to welcome thousands of buyers to view the 
latest new baby products from around the world at Harrogate International Nursery Fair. 

Whether you are seeking wheeled goods and car restraints, feeding and changing equipment, or 
toys and gift items, we can pretty much guarantee that you will be spoilt for choice. In the past few 
weeks we have been highlighting some of the great ranges on offer in our regular newsletters – 
these can all be viewed on the website at www.nurseryfair.com 
and here is another taster for you below! 

Wooden toys for the bath 

Great Gizmos and PlanToys have unveiled a fully waterproof 
wooden toy collection that will make traditional wood a bath time 
essential and a welcome alternative to plastic bath toys. This 
includes a collection of boats and bath sets made entirely of wood 
and ideal for water play as each new water toys is finished with a 
special non-toxic coating. 

Visit Great Gizmos on stand A7. 

Just the right fit 

Justafit adjustable sleepsuits by InfaSense will be officially launched by 

Bébélephant at Harrogate. Brainchild of mumpreneur Caroline Driver, who found 

that sleepsuits with legs too long caused a tripping danger for her own child, the 

Justafit was invented with hook and loop ankle straps which adapt the sleepsuit 

to the length of the child’s leg and around the sleeves to stop sleeves covering 

little hands and dipping into their breakfast. 

Visit Bebelephant on Stand QP45. 

Kinder to little ones 

ATTITUDE, a proudly Canadian 
brand introduces a revolutionary 
new line of carbon-neutral, 
environmentally friendly body 
and hair care products for 
children and babies: ATTITUDE 
Little Ones.  

  “With the launch of our new 

http://www.nurseryfair.com/


line, we wanted to offer consumers a contaminant-free alternative to existing body care products. I 
have taken a personal interest in developing formulas that can make our day-to-day lives healthier 
because it doesn’t make sense to expose ourselves and our children to any level of toxins that can be 
potentially harmful,” says Jean-François Bernier, President and Founder of Bio Spectra.   

Visit ATTITUDE on Stand H34. 

Get to Grips with Crawling  

Creeper Crawlers is a revolutionary, super cute romper providing traction and 
protection to ultimately support and increase the chance of children crawling 

safely and successfully. Creeper Crawlers Crawl Suits have grippable little 
bugs in key contact areas on the front of the legs and on the soles of the 
feet, which help tots crawl safely and happily, more successfully and for 

longer on all surfaces including the increasingly popular wooden and 
tile floors. Visit Creeper Crawlers on Stand QP32  

It’s a goal! 
As Brazil gets ready to host the 2014 Football World Cup, 
Little Champ is launching a world first football baby gym at 
Harrogate this year.  The award winning company will be 
launching its Football Play Gym and displaying their other 
fantastic sports themed baby toys. If you are too grown up 
for baby gyms, think again, Little Champ has an adult 
friendly version to try on its stand. Visit Little Champ on 
Stand QP42.  

 


